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Abstract

Modern industry-scale data centers receive thousands of virtual machine (VM)
requests per minute. Due to the continual creation and release of VMs, many
small resource fragments are scattered across physical machines (PMs). To handle
these fragments, data centers periodically reschedule some VMs to alternative PMs.
Despite the increasing importance of VM rescheduling as data centers grow in size,
the problem remains understudied. We first show that, unlike most combinatorial
optimization tasks, the inference time of VM rescheduling algorithms significantly
influences their performance, causing many existing methods to scale poorly.
Therefore, we develop a reinforcement learning system for VM rescheduling,
VMR2L, which incorporates a set of customized techniques, such as a two-stage
framework that accommodates diverse constraints and workload conditions, as well
as an effective feature extraction module. Our experiments on an industry-scale
data center show that VMR2L can achieve a performance comparable to the optimal
solution, but with a running time of seconds.2

1 Introduction

Cloud service providers allow end-users to access computing resources, such as CPU and memory.
They adopt resource virtualization to maximize hardware utilization, allocating Virtual Machines
(VMs)[1, 2] with the requested resources to end-users [3, 4, 5]. An industry-scale data center typically
has hundreds to thousands of Physical Machines (PMs), where each PM can host multiple VMs
that run independently [6]. A central server manages all VM requests on PMs by performing two
tasks, scheduling and rescheduling, in order to achieve different resource utilization goals, such as
minimizing the overall fragment rate (FR) or maximizing the number of available PMs.3
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Figure 1: Avg. VM changes.

VM Scheduling (VMS). When new VM requests arrive, there
can be multiple available PMs to host them. Figure 1 shows the
average number of VMs changes (VMs arriving and exiting)
per minute over a 30-day period from our in-house data center.
To ensure the system is robust, the VMS algorithm needs to
meet the maximum number of VMs changes as indicated by
the green line. The high queries per second (QPS) require-
ment deems only heuristic methods feasible for VMS. In fact,
ByteDance uses best-fit [7, 8], which sorts all PMs that meet
the requirements of the current VM according to the amount
of FR reduction before and after this VM is added, and chooses the PM with the largest reduction.

∗The authors contribute equally.
2We release our datasets and code here: https://anonymous.4open.science/r/VMR2L-BEA6.
3Due to space limits, we mainly explain our methods in terms of minimizing FR, whose formal definition is

presented in Appendix A.1.
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VM Rescheduling (VMR). However, simple heuristics are often far from optimal, and the continual
exiting of completed VMs results in many fragments scattered across PMs. As a result, rescheduling
is critical to optimize resource usage, which migrates VMs from their current PMs to new destination
PMs. Due to the overhead of VM migrations, a migration number limit (MNL) is set to control the
number of VMs to migrate. Note that while the VMR algorithm computes a solution, VMS is still
handing new VM requests and completed VMs are also being deleted. The dynamic nature of VM
states causing the computed VMR solution to no longer be optimal or even feasible4. Therefore, even
though VMR mostly happens during off-peak hours where there are fewer VM changes5, VMR still
needs to be very efficient. We conduct an experiment to quantify how the VMR inference time affects
the achieved performance.

Motivation Experiment. We can formulate the VM rescheduling problem as a Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) problem, where the constraints come from the service expectations and the
available hardware resources. An off-the-shelf MIP solver, such as Gurobi [9] and CPLEX [10], can
achieve a near-optimal objective, but it suffers from an inference time that grows exponentially with
the number of VMs and PMs, and thus fails to scale to large data centers.

To see how a near-optimal solution can result in a suboptimal achieved performance due to its poor
inference time, we conduct an experiment on real traces from our in-house data center by selecting
20 random initial VM-PM mappings. For each mapping, we use Gurobi to compute a near-optimal
solution to the MIP formulation of VMR, which takes 50.55 minutes. However, since VMs were
dynamically arriving and exiting, most actions were no longer feasible and will fail to be deployed
after 50 minutes. We then compute the final performance that could be achieved as if the near-optimal
solution was instead returned in a shorter period of time, averaged over the 20 mappings. Figure 2
shows that the solution remains near-optimal if it could be computed within 5 seconds. However, FR
reduction quickly diminishes when the inference time exceeds 20 seconds.
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Figure 2: Effect of inference time
on achieved performance.

Limitations of the Current Methods. The experiment re-
sults reveal that different from bin-packing and other MIP
applications, VM rescheduling requires an algorithm that has
an inference time strictly under five seconds. To accelerate
the running speed of the MIP approach, hand-tuned heuristics
can be integrated into the process, e.g., adding constraints to
limit the solver’s search space. These heuristics must trade off
between the optimality of the solution and the tractability of
the problem. Unfortunately, even highly-skilled experts need
many iterations to manually find a proper trade-off, and no
universal heuristics can achieve a good trade-off for all VM
rescheduling scenarios.

In this work, we develop VMR2L, a deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) system for VM rescheduling.
VMR2L trains a Deep Neural Network (DNN) as the rescheduling agent. RL is a great fit for VMR
since VMR has no aleatoric uncertainties, i.e., the next state can be exactly simulated given the
current state and action. This allows us to build a simulator that only requires the initial VM-PM
mappings for training, without having to interact with a real data center. With our RL formulation and
customized embedding techniques, inference can be done within one second and can scales easily to
a large number of VMs and PMs. Extensive evaluation on two collected datasets demonstrates that
VMR2L can generate a solution that is only 2.67% worse than the optimal solution. We summarize
the contributions of this paper as follows:

• RL for VM rescheduling. We identify the unique characteristics of the VM rescheduling
problem in terms of latency requirement and aleatoric uncertainties, which motivate its
formulation as a RL problem.

• Customized RL techniques for VM rescheduling. We tackle three challenges in designing
a RL framework for VM rescheduling with three customized techniques, including a two-
stage framework and effective feature extraction module.

4A VM will not be rescheduled if it has exited or the destination PM no longer has enough resources.
5In less common cases, VMR is also performed if a high FR is observed that could potentially lead to

insufficient resources for upcoming VM requests, which requires an even higher latency.
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• A VMR2L prototype and extensive evaluation. We develop a prototype of VMR2L and
conduct extensive experiments over two real datasets. We release the datasets and a custom
Gym environment for RL training.

2 Design of VMR2L

2.1 VM Rescheduling as an RL Problem

In this paper, we adopt a deep reinforcement learning (RL) approach to address the VM rescheduling
problem. A VMR request starts an episode, which involves migration number limit (MNL) steps.
At each migration step, the agent reschedules one VM from its source PM to a new destination PM
based on the current PM and VM states. Notably, the environment is deterministic – given the initial
state and an action, we can directly simulate the change in objective and the next state. This allows us
to build a simulator to train the agent, as detailed in Appendix B.1.

State Representation. The state input to the DRL agent contains two sets of features. The first set
contains four PM features for each NUMA6, specifically the remaining CPU and memory resources,
current FR, and fragment sizes. The second set contains 14 VM features including requested CPU
and memory for each NUMA, fragment sizes, and the source PM details. If a single NUMA is
requested, zeros are used as placeholders for the other NUMA. Features are min-max normalized.

Action Representation. The action at each step can be represented as a 2-tuple (k, i). Specifically,
the action is to reschedule a VM k from its source PM to a destination PM i. Note that the source PM
can be retrieved once we select k.

Reward Representation. The goal of VM rescheduling is to minimize the FR across all PMs. While
we could return the FR of all PMs as a single final reward to the agent after finishing an entire
episode, it corresponds to a form of sparse reward and it is known to be difficult for training [11].
Instead, we propose to generate dense rewards and use the change in FR on the source PM and
the destination PM as an intermediate reward at each step. As such, the reward range is naturally
scaled down to [−2, 2], which we further normalize by dividing with a constant c [12]. We calculate
the rescaled fragment size on each NUMA by Si =

∑1
j=0

(
Ũi,j%X

)
÷ c, and define reward as

R = (Sbefore, src − Safter, src) + (Sbefore, dest − Safter, dest), where Sbefore,· and Safter,· are the fragment
changes before and after the selected VM leaves (enters) the source (destination) PM.

2.2 A Two-Stage Framework

PM Actor

VM Actor
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VM Heuristic 
Candidates Model

Pretrain
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State Action
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VMs Embedding
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Figure 3: The two-stage RL agent.

We uses PPO [13] as the backbone of our DRL frame-
work. To better accommodate a variety of constraints,
we leverage the characteristics of the VMR problem
and design a two-stage framework that allows the action
tuple to be generated sequentially. As shown in Figure
3, in Stage 1, the VM actor selects the VM candidate to
be rescheduled. Once a candidate VM is selected, we
can efficiently mask out all the PMs that cannot host the
candidate VM and then proceed to Stage 2, where the
PM actor selects an appropriate destination PM from
the remaining PMs. Additionally, when we select a VM
to reschedule, a considerable portion of the PMs can-
not meet its resource requirements. The exploration of
RL agent on these PMs inevitably hinders the learning
process. The proposed framework can effectively reduce the large action space and thus mitigate the
exploration challenge.

Scalability. To make effective rescheduling decisions, VMR2L must extract meaningful represen-
tations of the state observation, which include features of each individual PM and VM as well as
their affiliations. However, the number of VMs can vary drastically even in the same data center. To
encode these features, we propose to share two small embedding networks across all VMs and PMs
(Figure 4) — one to process each PM’s features and another one to process each VM’s features. As

6Each PM contains two non-uniform memory accesses (NUMAs).
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such, the number of weight parameters is independent of the number of machines in the system. This
is achieved via an attention-based transformer model [14] but tailored for rescheduling. Transformers
have demonstrated strong performances in combinatorial optimization, such as in vector bin-packing
[15, 16]. However, there is a notable difference in VM rescheduling: we must choose from a set of
VMs that have already been assigned to PMs.

2.3 Feature Extraction with Sparse Attention

Figure 4: VM actor with sparse local-
attention capturing tree-level features.

Tree-level Features. Consider the example shown in
Appendix C.1. Not knowing which exact types of VMs
are hosted on the same PM prevents the vanilla trans-
former from optimizing for such long-term rewards.
We argue that each VM must be aware of which VMs
are co-hosted on the same PM, resembling a tree struc-
ture with PM as the root and VMs as leaves. To enable
VMs to recognize co-hosted VMs, we introduce an ad-
ditional stage of sparse local-attention within each PM
tree. This restricts PMs and VMs to attend to each other
if and only if they belong to the same tree. Detailed
network architecture can be found in Appendix C.

(a) Achieved Fragment Rate (b) Inference Time

Figure 5: FR and inference time on the medium dataset at different MNLs.

3 Evaluation
We collect two datasets from an industry-scaled cloud data center – one medium dataset with 2089
VMs and 280 PMs, and one large dataset with 4546 VMs and 1176 PMs. We implement VMR2L
based on the CleanRL framework [17] with PyTorch using PPO as the backbone [13]. We compare
with seven baseline methods from six categories: heuristics (e.g., greedy, α-VBPP), optimization
algorithms (e.g., MIP), approximate algorithms (e.g., POP), search-based algorithms (e.g., MCTS),
deep learning-based (e.g., Decima), and hybrid methods (e.g., NeuPlan).7

Experiment. We compare VMR2L with the baselines on the dataset in terms of the optimality and
inference latency under different migration number limits (MNLs). Figure 5 summarizes the results,
which shows that VMR2L is able to consistently reduce FR given different MNLs at a rate closest to
MIP compared to other baselines. For a more comprehensive analysis, refer to Appendix B.3. The
VMR2L training details can be found in Appendix A.4.

4 Conclusion

Compared to conventional bin-packing applications, VM rescheduling presents unique challenges
due to the expanding size of data centers. It needs to handle many VMs while meeting a strict
inference speed requirement. To this end, we introduce VMR2L, a tailored deep RL solution featuring
a two-stage framework for diverse service constraints and a sparse attention module for better feature
extractions. We hope that our released datasets and RL environment will support future research in
this area.

7See Appendix B.2 and B.1 for details on the baselines and datasets, respectively.
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Table 1: The VM types we consider in our experiments.
VM Types large xlarge 2xlarge 4xlarge 8xlarge 16xlarge 22xlarge
Requested CPU 2 4 8 16 32 64 88
Requested Memory (GB) 4 8 16 32 64 128 256
Deploy NUMA Single Single Single Single Double Double Double
Percentage 11.01% 43.51% 16.13% 17.62% 6.22% 5.31% 0.20%

A Appendix

A.1 VM Rescheduling Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate the VM rescheduling problem as a Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP)
problem.

In a data center, let V,P be the set of VMs and PMs, respectively. On the supply side, a PM i ∈ P
has two NUMAs8, where NUMA j can provide Ui,j CPU resources and Vi,j memory resources. On
the demand side, a VM k ∈ V requires uk CPU resources and vk memory resources and should be
deployed on a single PM using wk ∈ {1, 2} NUMAs. wk is the number of NUMAs required by
VM k (1 for single-NUMA deployment, 2 for double-NUMA). After deploying several VMs on PM
i ∈ P , there remains Ũi,j spare CPU resources on NUMA j. We define X-core fragment of PM i as∑

j(Ũi,j%X), i.e., the remaining CPU resources cannot be further utilized by any additional X-core
VMs.

Given an initial assignment of M VMs each onto one of the N PMs, the VM rescheduling task is to
reassign a subset of deployed VMs and migrate them each onto a new PM. The maximum number of
VMs that we can migrate for a given task is called Migration Number Limit (MNL). We formulate the
VM rescheduling as an optimization problem that searches for a reassignment of MNL selected VMs,
in order to minimize the total X-core fragments across all PMs:

Minimize:
∑
i,j

(
Ui,j −

∑
k

xk,i,j · uk

wk
−Xyi,j

)
(1)

Subject to:
∑
k

xk,i,j · uk

wk
+Xyi,j ≤ Ui,j , (2)

∑
k

xk,i,j · vk
wk

≤ Vi,j , (3)∑
i,j

xk,i,j = wk, (4)

∑
k

(1− xk,ik,jk) ≤MNL, (5)

xk,i,0 = xk,i,1, ∀k ∈ {k|wk = 2}, (6)
xk,i,j ∈ {0, 1} and yi,j ∈ Z. (7)

Here, {x, y} are the decision variables, where xk,i,j represents whether VM k is deployed to the
NUMA j of PM i in the new assignment (0 for No, 1 for Yes), and yi,j represents the maximum
number of X-core VMs can be deployed on NUMA j of PM i using the remaining CPU resources.
The objective in Equation 1 is to minimize the total X-core fragments.

Equation 2 and 3 enforce that the resource usage by VMs cannot exceed the total capacity of a PM.
Equation 4 indicates that each VM must be deployed on exactly one PM. Equation 5, in which ik
and jk are the initial PM id and NUMA id (0 for double-NUMA VMs) of VM k, means the total
migration number should not exceed the limit. Lastly, Equation 6 restricts VMs with double NUMAs
from deploying both of its NUMAs on the same PM.

Note (1) each PM has two NUMAs; (2) wk is a constant for each VM as determined by their types
(Table 1). Thus,

∑
i,j xk,i,j = wk (Equation 4) enforces that the actual NUMA allocation number

8Non-uniform memory access.
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Figure 7: VM rescheduling procedure.

of VM k matches the desired configuration. When wk = 1, Equation 4 constraints VM k to be
deployed on one NUMA of a PM; when wk = 2, Equation 4 constraints VM k to be deployed on
both NUMAs of a PM. Note that deploying VM k on two NUMAs of two different PMs (each PM
hosting a NUMA) violates xk,i,0 = xk,i,1,∀k ∈ {k|wk = 2} (Equation 6). Because wk ̸= 0, it
guarantees each VM is deployed.

A.2 Background on (Deep) Reinforcement Learning

In this section, we give a brief overview on (deep) reinforcement learning while referring the readers
to [18, 19] for a more detailed introduction.

Figure 8: Illustration Diagram of Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning A standard Reinforcement Learning (RL) problem is typically char-
acterized by a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where an agent continuously interacts with its
environment, as depicted in Fig. 8. At each step (or period), the agent observes a state sk from the en-
vironment and responds with an action ak in accordance with the current policy π, i.e., ak ∼ π(·|sk).
The agent subsequently receives a reward rk = r(sk, ak) as feedback, based on the state and action.
The transition to the next state depends solely on the current state and action, i.e., sk+1 ∼ P(·|sk, ak),
where P(·|·, ·) represents the transition probability. In a tabular RL setting, both the state space S and
the action space A are assumed to be finite and discrete.

Commencing with the initial state s0, the primary goal of the agent is to learn a policy that optimizes
the so-called value function. This function is defined as the expected cumulative rewards received
over K periods, i.e.,

Jπ(s0) := E

[
MNL∑
k=0

γkr(sk, ak)

∣∣∣∣π, s0
]
. (8)

Here, the expectation is taken over all possible trajectories under policy π. γ is a discount factor that
affects how much weight is given to future rewards. Additionally, for any initial state-action pair
(s0, a0), the corresponding state-action value function (Q-function) is defined as

Qπ(s0, a0) := E

[
K∑

k=0

γkr(sk, ak)

∣∣∣∣π, (s0, a0)
]
. (9)

Deep Reinforcement Learning Deep RL, a subset of RL, integrates RL and deep learning. In
tabular RL, the policy is directly optimized as a table of dimensions |S| × |A|. However, the
exponential scaling of |S| and |A| in high-dimensional state and action spaces makes traditional
RL algorithms impractical. Deep RL addresses this issue by employing (deep) neural networks to
represent the policy function (or other learned functions) and developing specialized algorithms for
scalability.
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A.3 Related Work

Connections to Bin Packing. The use of optimized placement mechanisms proved to be successful
in a broad set of use cases, including production quality scenarios [20, 21] as well as transportation
logistics [22, 23, 24, 25]. A typical solution exploits heuristics based on bin packing [26]. In fact,
VM placement can be modeled as a bin-packing problem, where VMs and PMs are objects and bins,
respectively. Bin packing typically involves packing a set of items into fixed-sized bins such that the
number of bins required [22] or the total surface area is minimized [23, 24]. However, there are two
notable differences. First, the problem of VM rescheduling concerns adjusting an initial assignment
of VMs to PMs and has practical value in the industry, since some VMs might terminate causing the
problem state to change. On the other hand, rebalancing items that are already packed in bins has
received little attention in the context of other traditional bin-packing applications. Second, the total
number of VMs and PMs in a data center can easily go into the range of several thousands or more
[25], and is far more than the typical scale of bin packing problems, which typically involve no more
than a few hundred items [27, 28, 29, 30].

RL for Optimization Problems. RL has been recently introduced to solve optimization problems,
e.g., building ML compilers and optimizing neural network architectures [31]. In particular, RL is
used to select branching variables or find cutting planes in the Branch-and-cut method [32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38]. Besides, RL can also be applied to existing heuristics for MIPs to further increase
the quality of solutions [39, 40, 41]. However, the above approaches are not directly appropriate for
the VM rescheduling task due to their poor computation complexity. Although they are designed to
accelerate MIPs, even a state-of-the-art technique as POP [42] fails to deliver a satisfying solution
within the second-level inference time limit required for the VM rescheduling task.

A.4 PPO

The algorithm VMR2L is developed based on the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm [13].
Recognized for its stability and robustness to various hyperparameters and network architectures
[13], PPO has exhibited superior performance compared to Natural Policy Gradients (NPG) [43] and
Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [44], and exhibited less bias compared to Q-learning [45].
Despite PPO’s high sample complexity, it becomes less of a concern due to our cost-effective simulator
as detailed in Section B.1. In VMR2L, we employ two actors — a VM actor πvm (avm|s; θvm) and
a PM actor πpm (apm|s, V M ; θpm). Given the current state encoding s, the VM actor samples the
next-step vm action, denoted as avm. Based on both s and avm, the PM actor samples a destination
PM from the pm distribution, denoted as apm. Then, the critic V (s; θv) outputs an evaluation for the
current state embedding s.

Below, we provide a brief overview for the training algorithm, with the complete pseudocode shown
in Algorithm 1. In Lines 1-3, the algorithm first initializes the parameters of the VM actor, the PM
actor, and the critic all with random weights. To simplify the implementation, we incorporate the
critic network into the VM actor by appending a special VM with all ’-1’ features and using its output
as the critic score.

Each episode is made up of MNL steps, with each step representing a rescheduling action. During
every rescheduling time step, VMR2L commences vm and pm selection with the original vm-pm
mapping. It then generates the new vm-pm mapping by iteratively executing an action, as computed
by the vm and pm actors, on the current vm-pm mapping until the rescheduling time step concludes
(Line 6-16). The episode is terminated if the rescheduling time step length exceeds a pre-determined
threshold.

Upon the completion of each episode, we compute the gradient for both actors and critics using
their loss functions (Line 17). The gradient loss of the vm and pm actors is defined as the mean
error between the advantage estimate and the logit of the corresponding sampled vm and pm actions
(logpvm and logppm) across the episode. The Generalized Advantage Estimate for step i (GAEi) is
calculated as per the GAE-Lambda advantage [46] by

GAEi = ri + γ · vi+1 − vi + γ · λ ·GAEi+1, (10)

where ri, vi represent the reward and the critic’s output at step i respectively. γ is the discount
factor and λ is a smoothing parameter for variance reduction. The critic gradient loss is defined as
the mean-square error between the reward to go and the critic’s output, v, across the epoch. The
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Algorithm 1: Learning a VM rescheduling policy using a two-stage actor-critic algorithm.
Input: All VMs and PMs’ states
Output: A VM rescheduling agent

1 Initialize the VM actor parameters θvm with random weights ;
2 Initialize PM actor parameters θpm with random weights ;
3 Initialize critic parameters θv with random weights ;
4 for episode =0,1,...,M do
5 Randomly sample the initial state s0 from all available PM-VM mappings in the train set;
6 buffer.clear() ;
7 for rescheduling step t = 0,1,..., MNL do
8 logpt,vm←π(a|st, θvm) ;
9 at,vm←pt,vm.sample() ;

10 logpt,pm←π(a|st, at,vm, θpm) ;
11 at,pm←pt,pm.sample() ;
12 vt←V(st, θv) ;
13 buffer.append(logpt,vm, logpt,pm, at,vm, at,pm, vt) ;
14 // Compute gradients wrt. vm actor, pm actor, and critic loss ;
15 dθvm, dθpm, dθv ← ComputeLoss(buffer);
16 Perform update of θvm using dθvm, θpm using dθpm, and θv using dθv ;

reward-to-go is calculated by applying the discount factor to the intermediate rewards. Finally, in
Line 18, we update the parameters of the actor and critic networks with the calculated gradients.

B Experiment Details

We conduct extensive experiments to answer:

• How far is VMR2L from the optimal solution? (§ B.3)

• How well does VMR2L generalize to larger data centers? (§ B.4)

• How well does VMR2L generalize to different objectives? (§ B.5)

• How well does VMR2L generalize to different MNLs? (§ B.6)

B.1 Simulator and Datasets

While DRL can be very powerful, its main drawback is the amount of training data required [47, 48].
In light of this, we design a simulator for the VM rescheduling task. The simulator follows the
OpenAI Gym environments [49] including specific file hierarchy and function abstractions. Given
an existing VM-PM mapping and a rescheduling action, we can directly calculate the change in FR
caused by the action. Thus, during training, VMR2L only needs to interact with the simulator instead
of with the real environment, which drastically lowers the amount of real-world data required to train
the agent.

As for the datasets, we have two seed initial mappings from an industry-scaled real cloud data center
– one medium dataset with 2089 VMs and 280 PMs, and one large dataset with 4546 VMs and 1176
PMs. Note that the RL agent must be able to generalize to VM-PM mappings unseen during training
and a dynamic number of VMs at deployment time. To better evaluate the agent’s performance under
various initial mappings, we generate 4400 initial mappings with different numbers of VMs for both
the medium and the large datasets. Each mapping is generated by removing the existing VMs on each
PM and randomly scheduling some of them to any PM that can fit them. We generate three versions
of the middle dataset with low, middle, and high workloads (different remaining CPU resources). We
leverage 4000 datasets for training, 200 datasets for both validation and test. Both the simulator and
datasets are available to the research community.
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B.2 Existing Baseline Algorithms

Existing baselines can be summarized into six categories: heuristics (e.g., greedy, α-VBPP), opti-
mization algorithms (e.g., MIP), approximate algorithms (e.g., POP), search-based algorithms (e.g.,
MCTS), deep learning-based (e.g., Decima), and hybrid methods (e.g., NeuPlan). We compare with
at least one representative algorithm from each category.

MIP Algorithm: We formulate the VM rescheduling problem as an optimization problem (Appendix
A.1 ) and solve this problem with an off-the-shelf MIP solver such as Gurobi [9] and CPLEX [10],
which can find an optimal solution through algorithms of branch & bound, cutting planes, etc. In our
experiments, we use the former.

Greedy Algorithm: To obtain a feasible solution within a short time frame, greedy algorithms [50]
are often used. They normally include two stages: filtering and scoring. In the filtering stage, we
calculate the change in FR for each VM if it is removed from its source PM, and only select the VM
candidate that corresponds to the most significant drop in FR. In the scoring stage, we calculate the
change in FR if the selected VM is migrated to each of the eligible PMs. We then greedily assign the
selected VM to the PM that leads to the largest drop in FR. The above two stages are repeated until
the migration number limit is reached.

Vector Bin Packing Problem (α-VBPP): We generalize the VBPP [26] algorithm for initial schedul-
ing to rescheduling. We first divide the entire episode into MNL/α stages. During each stage, we
greedily remove α number of VMs that lead to the most fragments, and then apply VBPP to treat
them as incoming VMs. We carefully tune α (10 in our case) to achieve the best FR reduction.

Partitioned Optimization Problems (POP): The POP method [42] solves the optimization problem
formulated in Section A.1 by randomly splitting the large-scale VM rescheduling problem into smaller
subproblems (each contain a subset of VMs and PMs) and coalescing the resulting sub-rescheduling
solution into a global rescheduling solution for all VMs. We perform a grid search for the best POP
parameter that balances the FR and time on both medium and large datasets.

Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [30]: As traditional search-based methods need to perform
multiple rollouts during inference time to achieve a good performance, we use DDTS [30] to prune
the search space.

Decima [51]: Decima uses RL and neural networks to learn the VM rescheduling algorithm. A graph
neural network is leveraged to encode the VM and PM information in a set of graph embedding
vectors to process a large amount of state information. Decima balances the size of the action
space and the number of actions required by decomposing VM rescheduling decisions into a two-
dimensional action, which outputs (i) the VM that needs to migrate, and (ii) an upper number of PM
subsets to choose as the destination.

NeuPlan [52]: NeuPlan uses a two-stage hybrid approach to address MIP’s scalability issue. In the
first stage, an RL-based method takes in the problem in the form of a graph and generates the first few
steps of VM rescheduling to prune the MNL search space. In the second stage, it uses a MIP solver
to find the optimal VM migration given the remaining MNL. A relax factor α is used to control the
size of the MNL space to explore by MIP.

B.3 Performance on the Medium Dataset

Fragment Rate. The results in Fig. 5(a) reveal that VMR2L can achieve +14.48%, +17.60%,
+22.37%, +23.71%, 23.84%, and +34.17% performance gain when compared to POP, NeuPlan,
MCTS, GA, α-VBPP and Decima respectively, when the task is to perform 50 migrations on the
medium dataset. Notably, VMR2L is merely 2.67% behind the optimal MIP solution (0.2953 vs.
0.2859). It is worth noting that the performance gap between VMR2L and the near-optimal MIP does
not increase with more MNLs.

Although α-VBPP can reduce FR with more MNL, its performance is inferior to that of GA. This is
because α-VBPP only removes the α worst VMs for each stage based on a single timestep, failing to
consider future opportunities to replace them back and achieve even higher FR reduction. POP fails
to achieve a good performance since it still relies on MIPs to solve each subproblem. To meet the
second-level latency requirement, we must divide the problem into many subproblems, causing its
solutions to be only locally optimal. On the other hand, Decima reduces the huge action space by
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Figure 9: Fragment rate and inference time between different methods on the large dataset.

limiting the PM actor to only select from a subset of PMs, but the subsampling of PMs is completely
random, as opposed to our solution. While MCTS with DDTS uses neural networks to prune the
search space, it still requires a significant number of rollouts to achieve stable performance. Lastly,
NeuPlan is able to achieve a low FR, since it solves a large subproblem entirely with MIP. We
implement NeuPlan as follows: if MNL is less than 20 steps, MIP is used to solve the optimization
problem. If MNL is larger than 20, the first 20 VMs are migrated by MIP and the remaining VMs
will be handled by RL. Notice that NeuPlan’s FR is higher than VMR2L after MNL = 20, since after
this step NeuPlan relies entirely on its RL agent, which fails to learn a good policy given such a huge
state and action space.

Inference Time. From Fig. 5(b), we can see that the solution time of GA, α-VBPP, Decima and
VMR2L is less than OSG. VMR2L can generate one trajectory within 0.15s when MNL = 50. In
comparison, MIP requires 50.55 minutes to provide the optimal solution. The running time of POP
can be adjusted by setting how many subproblems to divide into. To meet the latency requirement of
the VM rescheduling task, we set this number to 16 so POP can deliver a solution within 1.94s. Both
GA and α-VBPP are greedy algorithms and can provide the solution within 1s. Decima requires
0.45s, which is at a roughly same scale as VMR2L, since both use end-to-end deep RL. Lastly,
NeuPlan takes 34.8s to yield the final solution since it still needs MIP to solve 20 steps.

B.4 Scalability to the Large Dataset

We conduct experiments on a large dataset with 4546 VMs and 1176 PMs to analyze the scalability
of VMR2L. Fig. 9 shows the FR and time performance of different baseline methods with the MNL
from 50 to 200. The MIP is not included in this experiment since we cannot get a solution within 50
minutes. As it turns out, VMR2L again achieves better performance than the baselines on both FR
and solution time.

From the left subfigure in Fig. 9, we can see that VMR2L can achieve average 2.01%, 2.08%, 6.14%
and 7.87% and max 2.34%, 5.15%, 8.6%, and 10.5% performance gain compared with POP, GA,
NeuPlan, and Decima respectively. Decima and NeuPlan both cannot achieve good FR performance
on such a large dataset. NeuPlan mostly relies on RL’s solution since MIP cannot work with MNL
larger than 20. GA gradually stops reducing FR after 100 steps. POP and VMR2L continue to reduce
FR even at MNL 200. POP achieves worse FR than GA before 100 and better FRs for larger MNLs.

The right subfigure in Fig. 9 shows the running time to generate a migration solution with MNL
set from 50 to 200. GA, POP, Decima, NeuPlan, and VMR2L can generate a solution within 4.91s,
14.53s, 1.125s, 37.23s, and 0.375s on average. GA increases the time when MNL is less than 150.
GA calculates the score of all the VMs and PMs as a metric to evaluate their migration value. The
calculation time increases with the number of VMs and PMs. POP costs more time with a bigger
MNL. VMR2L increases time linearly from MNL 50 to 200. For VMR2L, the neural network
inference time will only increase minimally with the number of PMs and VMs. Decima needs three
times than VMR2L since the GNN needs to encode the VM-PM information. NeuPlan needs MIP to
solve 20 MNL.
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B.5 Different Service Objectives

VMR2L’s flexibility enables it to learn different policies depending on the high-level objective. We
now consider a new objective: given FR goals, we would like to minimize the number of migrations
needed to reach the FR goals. As seen in Fig. 10, the top subfigure displays the used MNL, while
the bottom subfigure shows the FR, both sharing the x-axis with the FR goals. In general, as the FR
goal decreases, GA requires significantly more migration steps than both MIP and VMR2L. Note
that none of the three methods can achieve the FR goal of 0.25, since the optimal FR is 0.2859 at
MNL 50. To summarize, the used MNLs of GA, VMR2L, and MIP increase with lower FR goals.
Across all FR goals, MIP and VMR2L achieve 14.77% and 11.11% less MNL than GA, respectively.
VMR2L performs similarly to MIP, with a difference of only 3.66%, but with a millisecond-level
inference time. On the other hand, GA is stuck at a FR goal of 0.4 since it only optimizes for the
next-step performance, instead of the long-term performance.

B.6 Generalizing to Different MNLs

In practice, the required migration number limit (MNL) can constantly vary due to changing business
requirements such as target fragment rates. We show that we can readily achieve good performance by
only training one VMR2L agent with MNL = 50, and deploying it for MNLs = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}.
For comparison, we train a separate VMR2L agent for each MNL, which we denote as VMR2L SEP.
As shown in Fig. 11, VMR2L performs only marginally worse than VMR2L SEP with an average FR
performance gap of 1.16%. This suggests that the VMR2L agent trained with a large MNL can be
readily applied to the tasks with smaller MNLs. It avoids the overhead of maintaining a separate
VMR2L agent for each MNL.

C Architecture Overview

To better incorporate the proposed sparse local-attention module, we modify the vanilla transformer
architecture as follows. The model is composed of several attention blocks, where each block includes
three stages as shown in Fig. 4:

1. All PMs and VMs exchange information if they belong to the same tree via sparse local-
attention.

2. Each PM attends to other PMs’ updated embeddings and each VM attends to other VMs’
updated embeddings with self-attention.

3. The new VM embeddings are allowed to attend to the new PM embeddings through VM-PM
attention.

At the end of the three stages, each machine is then further processed by two point-wise dense layers
with ReLU activation and layer norm [53]. The updated embeddings for each machine is then feed
into the next block and the process repeats. Finally, the VM embeddings from the final block are
linearly projected into a set of logits followed by the Softmax operation[54] to generate the probability
of each selected VM.
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We also add the number of MNL steps left as an additional input to be processed together with the
PMs. As for the critic, we add a node with all -1’s to be processed together with the VMs. The
output embedding from the final block is linearly projected into the critic score. Note that the PM
embeddings are updated block-by-block together with the VM embeddings, as it encourages the PMs
and VMs to better coordinate and update gradually from low level to high level [55].

As for the PM actor architecture, we adapt the vanilla transformer encoder-decoder module, since we
can directly inject the graph information by including the VM and PM embeddings from the VM
actor as input. We only feed in the selected VM candidate to the encoder, while the decoder still takes
in all the PMs. Additionally, we also add the VM-PM attention score from stage 3 for the selected
VM, since the score implies why the VM actor selects the chosen VM and which PMs it attends to
in the process. The output embeddings of each PM is linearly projected into a logit. Based on the
selected VM, we mask out all the illegal PMs by setting their logits to be −∞. The remaining logits
are translated into the probability of selecting each PM as the destination PM.

C.1 Sparse Attention Details

In this section, we delve into the detailed formulation of sparse attention.

Why We Need Tree-level Features? Consider a PM with 2 CPUs left. It contains a VM with 4 CPUs
and another VM with 2 CPUs. Suppose a second PM has a fragment size of 8 while hosting a VM
with 8 CPUs. In order to minimize the total 16-core fragments, an ideal approach would be to first
remove the two VMs with 2 and 4 CPUs from the first PM, and then reassign the VM with 8 CPUs
from the second PM to the first PM. However, if we merely include the source PM’s features in each
of the VM’s features and feed them into the vanilla transformer model, there will not be sufficient
information for the two actors to take the above actions. Instead, each VM must also be aware of the
other VMs that are hosted on the same PM, which is not possible in the vanilla transformer model. In
fact, each PM can be viewed as a tree of depth one, where the PM acts as the root node and the VMs
it hosts act as the leaf nodes. In order to allow every VM to recognize which other VMs are hosted
on the same PM, we propose to include an additional stage of sparse local-attention within each PM
tree, i.e., we only allow PMs and VMs to attend to each other if and only if they belong to the same tree.

Conceptual Overview. Fundamentally, attention can be understood as a trainable dictionary involving
queries, keys, and values. Given an embedding vector (a VM or a PM) that requires an update, and a
set of reference vectors (selected VMs and/or PMs), we project the vector-to-be-updated into a query
vector. Concurrently, we project all reference vectors into key and value vectors. We then compute
the similarity score between the query vector and each key vector. Based on these scores, we update
the target embedding vector as the weighted sum of the corresponding values.

The term “VM self-attention” refers to the process of updating each VM’s embedding vector using all
VM’s embedding vectors (including its own) as a reference. “PM self-attention” operates similarly
for PMs. “VM-PM attention” involves updating each VM’s embedding vector using all PM’s
embedding vectors as references. Lastly, the proposed tree-level sparse attention involves updating
each VM or PM using only other VMs or PMs within the same tree—that is, those affiliated with the
same PM.

Attention Formulation. Formally, let V = {vi} and P = {pi} denote the set of feature vectors
for each VM and each PM, respectively. Consider an embedding vector xi ∈ Rdmodel that we aim to
update, which is projected linearly9 from v ∈ V or p ∈ P . Let (y1, · · · , yn) be a set of reference
vectors that could be a combination of embeddings of v ∈ V and p ∈ P , including xi itself. Instead
of directly operating in the feature space Rdmodel , we project these vectors into an embedding space
Rdk .

An attention function updates the target vector xi by first projecting it into a query Qi = xiW
Q

using a linear transformation, where WQ ∈ Rdmodel×dk is a learnable weight matrix. Similarly,
each reference vector yj is projected into a key Kj = yjW

K and a value Vj = yjW
V , where

9A linear projection is necessary since v and p can have different number of features.
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WK ,WV ∈ Rdmodel×dk 10. Note that we can perform the attention function on a set of queries in
parallel by stacking Qi’s into a larger matrix Q11.

The compatibility function, measuring the similarity between Qi and Kj , is typically implemented as
the dot product of these two vectors. However, when dk is large, the magnitude of dot products tends
to increase, leading to a high similarity for only a few keys and a marginal similarity for the rest of
the references. This has been known to cause extremely small gradients [14]. To address this, we
scale the dot product by 1√

dk
,

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT

√
dk

)
V. (11)

For the proposed sparse attention, we introduce an additional mask M . Here, Mi,j = −∞ if xi and
yj are not part of the same PM tree and zero otherwise.

Sparse-Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT

√
dk

+M

)
V. (12)

Attention Block. In actual applications, we often utilize multiple sets of WQ,WK , and WV . Each
set, referred to as a single attention head, enables the model to extract pertinent information from
a distinct representation space. We combine the resulting matrices from each attention head in
multi-head attention by concatenation.

Multi-Head(Q,K, V ) = Concat (head1, · · · , headh)WO, (13)

where headi represents the output of each attention head from Equation 12 using WQ
i ,WK

i , and WV
i .

WO ∈ Rh·dk×dmodel is an additional learnable weight parameter.

Within each attention block, we consecutively execute the process for tree-level sparse attention,
VM/PM self-attention, and VM-PM attention. Following these three attention submodules, we further
process each updated embedding vector with a fully connected feed-forward network, which operates
independently on each embedding vector.

FFN(xi) = GELU (xW1 + b1)W2 + b2, (14)

where GELU refers to the Gaussian Error Linear Units activation function [56]. The output of this
process is then supplied to the next attention block, and the process is iteratively repeated. For
more in-depth details regarding the attention module, we encourage readers to consult the paper by
Vaswani et al. [14].

10WV can have different dimensions than WK . We keep them the same here for simplicity.
11As we use the same WQ,WK , QV for all vectors, the total number of weight parameters remains inde-

pendent of the number of VMs or PMs in the problem, making this approach suitable for scaling to large data
centers.
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Figure 12: FR Performance of VMR2L with Sparse versus Vanilla Attention.
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Table 2: A list of hyperparameters.

RL Parameters Value General Parameters Value
Clip_coefficient 0.1 Total_iterations 4e6
Discount_factor 0.99 Learning_rate 2.5e-4

PPO update_epochs 8 Attention_blocks 2
PPO minibatches 128 Attention_heads 2

GAE_Lambda 0.95 Transformer dff 32
Risk-Seeking K 3 Transformer dhidden 64

Overall Architecture. The architecture incorporates the remaining MNL steps as supplementary
input for both the VM and PM actors, processed concurrently with the PMs. This inclusion is
pivotal for reinforcement learning in scenarios with fixed-length episodes as demonstrated in prior
studies[57]. As for the critic, a node containing all -1’s is incorporated and processed alongside the
VMs. The output embedding from the terminal block undergoes a linear projection to yield the critic
score. It’s important to note that the PM embeddings undergo iterative updates block-by-block in
tandem with the VM embeddings. This approach fosters better coordination between PMs and VMs,
enabling a gradual transition from low to high-level updates [55].

Ablation on Sparse Attention. In Fig. 12, we present an ablation study performed on a medium
dataset with MNL = 50 to evaluate the impact of the sparse attention module in terms of FR.
As a consequence of the supplementary parameters involved, sparse attention exhibits a longer
convergence time but successfully achieves a lower FR. This observation validates that sparse
attention empowers VMR2L to extract tree-level information, which is absent in vanilla attention. A
visual illustration of this concept is provided in Section C.2.

C.2 A Case Study on Sparse Attention

We build a visualization tool that allows end-users to directly input a trained agent and receive the
detailed migration actions at each step in the form of a gif file. This allows end-users to better
interpret and analyze the actions taken by the agent. In Fig. C.1, we provide a case study on how the
proposed sparse attention allows the agent to optimize for long-term rewards.
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Figure 13: At step 38, VMR2L removes a VM with 4 CPUs to achieve zero fragments on the
destination NUMA. However, this also creates four fragments on the source NUMA, leading to a net
reward of zero at this step. Then at step 39, it reschedules another VM with 4 CPUs to achieve zero
fragments on both the source and the destination NUMAs. Although the agent receives a reward of
zero at step 38, sparse attention allows the agent to realize that there were two VMs with 4 CPUs
on the source NUMA, so the agent can reassign the second VM with 4 CPUs elsewhere in order to
achieve zero fragments on the source NUMA as well.
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